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In this introduction some terminology is used without explanation. This 
terminology is more or less standard and in any case it will be defined as it 
occurs in the later sections. I simply point out here that throughout the paper 
“ring” means “non-trivial commutative ring with identity” and “lattice” 
means “non-trivial bounded distributive lattice.” Also I assume the reader is 
familiar with the rudimentary properties of rings and lattices. 
Associated with each ring and with each lattice there is a certain 
topological space, its spectrum. In each case the points of the space are the 
corresponding prime ideals and the topology is the hull-kernel topology. 
Now the spaces which arise in this way are.exactly the same spaces for rings 
and for lattices, they are just the spectral spaces. Moreover each spectral 
space is the spectrum of exactly one lattice (up to isomorphism), so we can 
associate with each ring R a lattice LR such that R and LR have 
homeomorphic spectra. Also, because of the nature of spectral spaces there 
is a certain map 
which essentially induces the homeomorphism between the corresponding 
spectra. We call this map the reticulation of the ring. 
If the reader will look through the literature on spectra of rings and 
lattices he will observe several things. First, rarely are spectra of rings and 
lattices considered together; usually an author is concerned either with ring 
spectra or lattice spectra, but not both. Second, there is some duplication of 
results; often a result concerning spectral spaces (rather than the associated 
algebraic structure) is proved by one author in ring theoretic terms and by 
another author in lattice theoretic terms. Third, for any such pair of proofs 
the lattice proof is usually the easier (or cleaner) one. This is because there is 
less machinery available for lattices than for rings and consequently lattice 
theory proofs are more direct. 
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I suggest that by considering both rings and lattices at the same time a 
better understanding of their spectra will develop; also there will be a useful 
interchange of properties between rings and lattices. To illustrate this I 
compare (in Section 2) the spectral characterizations of baer rings given by 
Kist in [6], and the spectral characterization of stonian lattices (due to 
several authors) given, for instance, in [ 11. I show that these results have a 
common extension to a single result concerning spectral spaces. 
Another reason for remembering the associated lattice of a ring is the 
duality principle in lattice theory. Each lattice can be stood on its head to 
obtain another lattice, so each algebraic result in lattice theory has a dual 
version obtained by applying the original version to inverted lattices. This 
can lead to a kind of duality principle in ring theory. As an example of this I 
compare one of the results of Kist mentioned above with a result of de 
Marco and Orsatti in [7]. On reading these results it is quite clear that they 
are related, but it is not clear just how they are related. The problem is they 
are stated in terms of rings, and yet they are results about spectral spaces. 
Once they are stated and proved in terms of lattices we see that they are 
almost duals of each other. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 I set down the appropriate 
facts concerning spectra, and then set up the reticulation map. In Section 2 I 
show how reticulations correlate baer rings with stonian lattices (and 
biregular rings with boolean lattices), and then I discuss the relationship 
between the results referred to above. In these two sections very little is 
proved (for very little needs proof). In Section 3 I collect together a few 
results (which are used later) on the maximal points and minimal points of 
spectral spaces. I show also how the duality principle in lattice theory must 
be used with care when topological properties are involved. Section 4 
contains the bulk of the machinery required for the proofs of the results 
discussed in Section 2; in particular a proof of the de Marco-Orsatti result 
(and its dual) is obtained. In Section 5 I give the characterization of stonian 
lattices which is the common extension of the results of [I] and [6] already 
referred to. Finally in Section 6 I give some further observations including 
several open problems suggested by the earlier material. 
1. THE RETICULATION OF A RING 
Let me first review the pertinent facts concerning spectra of rings and 
lattices. 
The spectrum of a ring R is a certain topological space constructed on the 
set OR of all prime ideals of R. For each r E R let 
a(r)= {PEaR:r&P} 
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so that for r, s E R 
and hence 
u(r) 17 a(s) = a(rs) 
28 = {u(r): r E R} 
is a base for a topology on aR. This is the spectral topology on oR, and is 
nothing more than the hull-kernel topology since we easily check that for 
each XcuR, PEuR 
(where X- is the closure of X). To obtain the other basic properties of UR it 
is useful to have at hand the following choice principle. 
1.1. KRULL'S SEPARATION LEMMA. Let Z be an ideal and M a 
multiplicatively closed set of the ring R, and suppose Z n M = 0. Then there 
is some prime ideal P of R such that Z c P and P n M = 0. 
By applying this principle several times we can verify that the space 
S = UR has the following three properties. 
(Sl) S is compact, i.e., each open cover of S has a finite subcover. 
(S2) S is sober, i.e., S is TO and each closed irreducible subset of S 
has a generic point. 
(S3) S is coherent, i.e., there is a set .9 of compact open subsets of S 
such that 9 is closed under finite intersections and is a base for S. 
The base mentioned in (S3) is, of course, the canonical base given above, 
in other words to verify (S3) we show that for each r E R the set u(r) is 
compact (and open). In general this canonical base is not the set of all 
compact open sets, however a simple calculation shows that each compact 
open set of OR has the form 
u(r,) U .‘. U u(r,). 
Any space S with the above three properties is called a spectral space. 
Thus each ring gives us a spectral space-its spectrum. It can be shown (but 
will not be required here) that each spectral space occurs as the spectrum of 
some ring. The proof of this (given in [3]) is somewhat unsatisfactory since 
the construction Space I- Ring is highly non-functorial, unlike the 
construction Ring I- Space. 
Many different rings can give rise to the same spectral space. For instance, 
consider a ring R with a non-trivial nilradical N= (-) uR. Then, almost by 
definition, OR and a(R/N) are naturally homeomorphic. 
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The spectrum uL of a lattice L is constructed in a similar fashion, but here 
the construction is much neater. Initially we have a choice for the points of 
aL between the prime ideals of L and the prime filters of L. (In the literature 
the prime filters seem to be more popular.) Now the complement of a prime 
ideal is a prime filter, and vice versa, so it does not really matter whether we 
use one or the other. However the development is smoother if we use the 
characters of L, i.e., the lattice morphisms 
Lp’2 
(where 2 is the two element lattice). These are nothing more than the charac- 
teristic functions of the prime ideal, prime filter pairs of L. The pair 
corresponding to the character p is just 
A={xEL:p(x)=O}, v= {xEL:p(x)= 1). 
(We use 0, 1 for the bottom and top of a lattice respectively, in particular 
2 = (0, l}.) 
For each a E L let 
u(a) = (p E aL: p(u) = 1) 
and let 
9 = (u(u):a E L}. 
As in the ring case we check that for each a, b E L 
a(u) n u(b) = u(u A b) 
but here we have also that 
u(u)Uu(b)=u(uVb) 
(where A, V are the operations of L). The set 9 is a base for a topology on 
UL which again turns out to be spectral. To verify properties (Sl, 2,3) we 
use the following choice principle, which is the lattice theoretic analogue of 
1.1. 
1.2. STONE'S SEPARATION LEMMA. Let A be an ideal and V a filter of 
the lattice L, and suppose A n V = 0. Then there is some character p of L 
such thutp[A]= (0) undp[V]= {l}. 
In this case we are able to show that 9 is exactly the set of compact open 
sets of uL. What is more, the space UL uniquely determines the lattices L 
(since L is isomorphic to the sublattice 9 of the topology of uL), and every 
spectral space occurs as the spectrum of some uniquely determined lattice. 
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Each T,, space carries a partial ordering (of its points) given by 
p<qoq-cp-. 
The space is T, exactly when this ordering is equality. For a ring R we check 
that for P, Q E aR 
P<QoPEQ 
(which is the reason for the apparent perverseness in the definition of <). For 
a lattice a similar computation shows that the ordering of the characters 
corresponds to the inclusion of the associated prime ideals. 
This ordering of the points of a spectral space enables us to consider the 
maximal and minimal points. (In the ring case these are nothing more than 
the maximal ideals and the minimal prime ideals, respectively.) For a ring R 
or lattice L we write pR or pL for the subspace of maximal points of aR or 
oL, and we write VR or VL for the subspace of minimal points of OR or aL. 
(The choice of notation is mnemonic since we have u for opectral, p for 
paximal, and v for mivimal.) Later in Section 3 we take a closer look at some 
of the properties of ,uL and vL; for the time being we simply state the 
following existence result (which is the third and last choice principle 
required for the study of spectra). 
1.3. LEMMA. For each character p of a lattice L, there are characters 
qE,uL, rE vL such that r<p<q. 
Each ring R gives us a spectral space OR, and there is a bijective 
correspondence between spectral spaces and lattices, so attached to each ring 
R there is a unique lattice LR such that OR and oLR are homeomorphic. 
(The lattice LR can be constructed as the lattice of compact open sets of OR 
or as the lattice of certain ideals of R, however it is less distracting if we 
think of LR as given abstractly.) Now consider any element r of R. The set 
o(r) is compact open and so corresponds to a compact open set of uLR, 
hence there is a unique element a of LR such that u(r) and u(a) correspond 
under the given homeomorphism uLR + uR. This sets up a map 
which we call the reticulation of R. 
To isolate the basic properties of this reticulation let us write the given 
homeomorphism as 
uLR + UR 
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The two uses of “1” should not cause confusion since the reticulation is 
defined so that for each p E aLR and r E R 
P E 4(r)) 0 PA E a(r), 
which can be rephrased as 
PA(r) = 0 0 r E pl. 
Thus we may regard pA as either the composition 
or as the prime ideal of R to which p corresponds. 
We easily check that 
and for each r, s E R 
A(0) = 0, L(l) = 1, 
I(n) = A(r) A i(s). 
Also for each a E LR there are r, ,..., r, E R such that 
a = l(r,) V ‘. V l(r,). 
The reticulation 1 is far from being injective. For each r E R let d/r be the 
radical of the ideal generated by r, then (since the radical of an ideal is just 
the intersection of all prime ideals which include it) we have, for r, s E R 
i(r) = A(s) 0 dr = ds. 
In particular we see that R is semiprime exactly when for each r E R 
J.(r) = 0 a r = 0. 
Note however that for all rings R and r E R 
13(r) = 1 3 r = 1. 
Each ring and each lattice has a boolean part; the boolean part of a ring R 
is just the boolean lattice ER of idempotents of R, and the boolean part of a 
lattice L is just the boolean lattice BL of complemented elements of L. The 
operations of ER are given by 
eAf=ef, 1 -e Vf = (1 - e)(l -f), 
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and the operations of BL are just the restricted operations of L. For the final 
result of this section we show how ER and BLR are related. 
1.4. LEMMA. The reticulation A of a ring R restricts to an isomorphism 
ER + BLR. 
Proof Consider any e, f E ER. Then 
A(e Af) = k(ef) = L(e) A n(f) 
and for each p E aLR 
pl(eVf)=OoeVfEpA 
oeEpAandfEpl 
0 PI.(e) = pi(f) = 0 
0 PM4 V n(f 1) = 0 
so that 
A(e V f) = A(e) V A(f ). 
In particular with f = 1 -e 
A(e) A A(f) = A(0) = 0, 
A(e) V L(f) = A( 1) = 1 
so that A(e) E BLR. This shows that A restricts to a morphism ER + BLR, 
which is injective since (for idempotents e, f) 
To complete the proof consider any a E BLR, we must produce some 
e E ER such that A(e) = a. 
Let r, ,..., rm, s I ,..., s,, E R satisfy 
a = A(r,) V ... V l(r,), a’ = l(s,) V . .. V A(s,), 
(where a’ is the complement of a) and let I, J be the ideals of R generated by 
r,,..., r,,, and by s , ,..., s, respectively. Thus for each p E aLR 
p(a) = 00 I z pl, 
p(a)= 1 oJzpA. 
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This shows that 
Z+J=R, ZnJ=\/O, 
so there are r E Z, s E J such that 
r+s= 1, i-s E do, 
and for each p E aLR 
p(u) = 0 0 pA(r) = 0, 
p(u) = 1 0 PA(S) = 0. 
Now r, s drop to complementary idempotents of R/d0 so (since idem- 
potents lift) there is some e E ER and t E d0 such that r = e + t. But then 
for each p E oLR we have 
p(a)=Ooe+ tEpl 
oeEpAopA(e)=O 
so that a = I(e), as required. 
2. SOME USES OF RETICULATIONS 
Now that we have set up the reticulation of a ring, what can we do with 
it? Well, it seems that many results concerning spectra come in two versions; 
one version for rings and one version for lattices. Naturally the proofs of 
these different versions are similar, however, usually the ring version proof is 
slightly more complicated. As an example of this compare the two separation 
principles 1.1 and 1.2. For many of these twin results the ring version can be 
deduced from the lattice version, or at least by thinking of the lattice version 
proof we get a cleaner ring version proof. As an example of this let us 
consider two results concerning annihilators. 
The annihilator of an element T of a ring is the set 
Ann(r) = {s E R: IS = 0} 
and the annihilator of an element a of a lattice L is the set 
uX={xEL:uAx=O}. 
Each of these is an ideal (in the appropriate sense), and they have analogous 
uses in ring theory and lattice theory. For instance, compare the following 
two well-known results. 
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2.1. LEMMA. For each element a and character p of a lattice L the 
following are equivalent. 
0) pb”l = PI. 
(ii) There is some q E VL with q < p and q(a) = 1. 
2.2. LEMMA. For each element r and prime ideal P of a semiprime ring 
R the following are equivalent. 
(i) Ann(r) c P. 
(ii) There is some Q E VR with Q G P and r 6 Q. 
In each case the proof of (ii) + (i) is straightforward. To prove (i) =z- (ii) 
we consider 
V = {a A x: x E L, p(x) = 1} 
in the lattice case, and in the ring case 
M= (A: n E N, s E R - P). 
We easily check that V is a filter and (by (i)) 0 G V, so there is some r E uL 
with r[V] = { 1). It is now sufficient to take any q E VL with q < r. For the 
ring case clearly M is multiplicatively closed and, since R is semiprime, 
0 4 M. Thus it is suflicient to take any minimal prime ideal which is disjoint 
from M. 
These two proofs are essentially the same-where one uses Stone’s 
separation lemma the other uses Krull’s separation lemma-but the ring 
proof is messier (because of the need to take powers of r and use the 
semiprimeness of R). This mess can be hidden by using the reticulation to 
deduce 2.2 from 2.1 as follows. 
Consider any r E R and p E oLR such that Ann(r) E PA. For x E A(r)” let 
s,,..., s, E R satisfy 
x = /I@,) v ” v n&J. 
Then, for 1 < i < n, 
A(rs,) = A(r) A A(si) < A(r) Ax = 0 
so that, since R is semiprime, rsi = 0. This gives 
is i ,..., s,} E Ann(r) c pA 
so that 
PA@,)=“’ =pA(s,)=O 
and hence p(x) = 0. 
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This shows that p[L(r)x] = {0) hence, by 2.1, there is some q E VL with 
q < p and qA(r) = 1, which is the required result. 
Perhaps the connection between 2.1 and 2.2 can be put succinctly by the 
following lemma (from which 2.1 =s- 2.2 follows immediately). 
2.3. LEMMA. For each semiprime ring R, r E R, and p E aLR 
Ann(r) c pA o p[A(r)X] = {O} 
and SO I[Ann(r)] generates the ideal A(r)x. 
A nice property of lattices is that each when stood on its head is also a 
lattice. This leads to a duality principle inside lattice theory; each algebraic 
property of lattices has a dual property obtained by using the substitutions 
0 4-P 1. A ++ v. 
For instance, the dual of 2.1 is concerned with the dual-annihilator 
a+={xEL:aVx=l} 
of the element a, and the maximal characters of the lattice L. It is the 
following. 
2.4. LEMMA. For each element a and character p of a lattice L the 
following are equivalent. 
6) &+I = (11. 
(ii) There is some q E pL with p < q and q(a) = 0. 
Consider now the following. Each spectral property for rings has an 
analogue for lattices which has a dual version (for lattices). This dual 
version should have a ring analogue, which gives us a kind of dual of the 
original ring property. The reader may like- to look for the dual of 2.2, i.e., 
the ring analogue of 2.4 (but do not be disappointed at the outcome). 
Many apparantly new results can be obtained, or new light cast on old 
results by using these two tricks (i.e., the transfer between rings and lattices, 
and duality in lattices). To illustrate this let us look at the correspondences 
biregular rings tf boolean lattices 
baer rings tt stonian lattices. 
Remember that a ring R is biregular if for each r E R there is some 
e E ER with (r) = (e) (where (r) is the ideal generated by r, etc). Each 
biregular ring is semiprime, so any attempt at characterizing the class of 
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biregular rings can be restricted to the class of semiprime rings. The 
biregularity of a ring ensures that R is tightly controlled by its boolean part 
ER. The corresponding property for a lattice L is that L = BL, i.e., that L is 
boolean. The correspondence between biregular rings and boolean lattices is 
made precise by the following result. 
2.5. THEOREM. For each semiprime ring R the following are equivalent. 
(i) R is biregular. 
(ii) For each r E R there is some e E ER such that for each P E OR 
rEPoeEP. 
(iii) For each r E R there is some a E BLR such that A(r) = a. 
(iv) LR is boolean. 
This result is most conveniently obtained by showing each of the 
implications (i)o (ii)o (iii) o (iv). The details for each are quite straight 
forward (and some are trivial). 
Remember now that a ring R is baer if for each r E R there is some 
e E ER with Ann(r) = (e). Each biregular ring is baer and each baer ring is 
semiprime. We may think of baer rings as those rings which are fairly tightly 
controlled by their boolean part, but not so tight as biregular rings. The 
corresponding property for a lattice L is that L is stonian, i.e., that for each 
a E: L there is some b E BL with ax = bl (where bl is the ideal generated by 
b). We have the following analogue of 2.5. 
2.6. THEOREM. For each semiprime ring R the following are equivalent. 
(i) R is baer. 
(ii) For each r E R there is some e E ER such that for each P E vR 
rEPoeEP. 
(iii) For each r E R there is some a E BLR such that k(r)x = ax. 
(iv) LR is stonian. 
As with 2.5 this result is most conveniently obtained via the implications 
(i)o (ii) o (iii)o(iv). Perhaps it is worth observing here that for elements 
a, b of a lattice L 
ax = bX e (VP E vL)[p(a) = p(b)]. 
Once we see the above two results we are immediately tempted to compare 
the various characterizations of biregular rings and baer rings on the one 
481/66/l-13 
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hand with the various characterizations of boolean lattices and stonian 
lattices on the other. So let us do just that. 
We begin with the standard characterization for boolean lattices. 
2.7. THEOREM. For each lattice L the following are equivalent. 
(i) L is boolean. 
(ii) Each character of L is minimal. 
(iii) The space oL is T,. 
If we now translate this into ring-theoretic language we obtain the 
following characterization of biregular rings (which, I believe, is due to 
Kaplansky). 
2.8. THEOREM. For each semiprime ring R the following are equivalent. 
(i) R is biregular. 
(ii) Each prime ideal of R is minimal. 
(iii) The space OR is T,. 
(iv) For each prime ideal P of R, P = (En P). 
(Both these results are usually stated with “maximal” in place of 
“minimal.” The reason for not doing this here will become clear when we 
look at the corresponding results for stonian lattices and baer rings.) 
The reader should note how 2.8 immediately follows from 2.7 (together 
with the observation that the implications (i) + (iv) + (ii) are trivial). Thus, 
once we have 2.5, the proof of 2.8 can be done lattice theoretically (i.e., by 
proving 2.7) and this is much easier. 
For our next example we compare known characterizations of stonian 
lattices and baer rings. 
The original characterization of stonian lattices is due to Gratzer and 
Schmidt and has since been refined by several people. The following version 
of this characterization is based on that given by Cornish in [ 1; 
Theorem 5.61 (although this will not become apparent until we look at its 
proof in Section 5). 
2.9. THEOREM. For each lattice L the following are equivalent. 
(i) L is stonian. 
(ii) The space VL is compact and each character of L lies above 
exactly one minimal character. 
Now compare this with the following characterization of baer rings given 
by Kist in [6; Theorems 1 and 21. 
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2.10. THEOREM. For each semiprime ring R the following are equivalent. 
(i) R is baer. 
(ii) The restriction map OR + oER is a homeomorphism. 
(iii) There is a continuous retraction aR + vR. 
The two results do not appear to be direct analogues of each other, but 
they are clearly related and before we can claim to fully understand them we 
must explain exactly how they are related. Note too that (ii, iii) of 2.10 are 
not really properties of R but are properties of the spectral space uR, so 
(given 2.6) the most convenient way to prove 2.10 is to prove a suitable 
extension of 2.9 (obtained by adding to it the lattice theoretic version of 
2.lO(ii, iii)). This extension of 2.9 is proved in Section 5. 
Finally consider the following result of de Marco and Orsatti given in [7; 
Theorem 1.21. (We have improved the result slightly by adding (iv) as an 
equivalent.) 
2.11. THEOREM. For each ring R the following are equivalent. 
(i) Each prime ideal of R lies below exactly one maximal (prime) 
ideal. 
(ii) There is a continuous retraction oR -+ pR. 
(iii) The space oR is normal. 
(iv) The space ,uR is T2. 
This result (thought of as a result concerning spectral spaces) appears to 
be some kind of dual of 2.9 and 2.10 (for compare 2.1 l(i) with 2.9(ii) and 
2.11 (ii) with 2.lO(iii)). To explain exactly how 2.11 is related to 2.9, 2.10 we 
must look at it lattice theoretically, so we do this in Section 4. 
3. MAXIMALAND MINIMAL SPACES 
Each lattice L can be turned upside down to obtain a new lattice r which, 
as explained above, gives us a duality principle inside lattices theory. The 
characters of L and r are exactly the same maps (modulo a flip of 2) so as 
sets oL = CC, however the topologies on aL, UT are different (for the 
compact open sets of the one form a base for the closed sets of the other). 
Similarly as sets pL = VT, VL =@ but the topologies involved are quite 
different. This means that the duality trick must be used with care when the 
topological properties of lattices are involved. 
There are pairs of properties (concerning ,uL, vL) which at first sight 
appear to be duals but are not (because of the differing topologies). In this 
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section we consider an example of such a pair, in fact we give a result 
(concerning vL) whose apparent dual (concerning ,uL) is false. 
For each element a of the lattice L let 
,a(a)=a(a)n,UL= {pEpL:p(a)= 1) 
v(a)=o(a)nvL= {pEvL:p(u)= 1) 
so that J = (~(a): a E L), M= {v(u): a E L } are bases for the spaces ,aL, 
vL, respectively. In general these spaces are not quite spectral, as is shown 
by the following easily proved result. 
3.1. LEMMA. For each lattice L both the spaces ,uL, VL are T,, the space 
pL is compact, and the space VL has a base of clopen sets. Thus ,uL is 
spectral exactly when it has a base of clopen sets, and VL is spectral exactly 
when it is compact. 
This result in fact characterizes p-spaces, for we can see that each 
compact, T, space S is a ,u-space as follows. Consider the topology OS of S, 
i.e., the lattice of open sets of S. For each x E S there is a character pX of OS 
given by 
p,(U)=loxEU 
(where U E OS), and when S is compact, T, these characters are exactly the 
maximal characters of OS. We now easily check that 
s+pos 
x*p, 
is a homeomorphism. 
In contrast to this the properties of VL given in 3.1 do not characterize v- 
spaces. (A characterization of such spaces can be found in [4].) 
Note that if either &, VL is spectral then in fact it is a boolean space, i.e., 
the spectrum of a boolean lattice, for by 2.7 a spectral space is boolean if 
and only if it is TI, which occurs exactly when it has a base of clopen sets. 
Consider now the congruence relations N ‘, wx defined on L by 
x-+Yo(vPEPL)[P(x)=P(Y)l 
x- x Y * (VP E vL)[p(x) = P(Y)1 
and let L+ = L/-’ and Lx = L/-’ be the corresponding factor lattices. The 
following result is proved by Speed in [9; Theorem 11. 
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3.2. THEOREM. For each lattice L the lattice Lx is boolean exactly when 
the space VL is spectral (and hence boolean). 
What now is the dual of this result? Clearly the dual of the property “L ’ 
is boolean” is “L+ is boolean” and we might suppose that the dual of “vL is 
spectral” is “,uL is spectral,” however, this is not so for we have the 
following result. 
3.3. THEOREM. For each lattice L, if L’ is boolean then ,uL is spectral, 
however, there are lattices L such that 
(i) the space pL is spectral, 
(ii) the congruence -+ is equality, 
(iii) L is not boolean. 
Proof. Suppose first that L is a lattice such that L’ is boolean. Thus for 
each a E L there is at least one b E L such that a, b drop to complementary 
elements of L +, and so for each p E pL 
p(a) + p(b) = 1. 
But then ,uL -p(a) = ,u(b), so that p(a) is clopen in ,uL and hence J is the 
required base of clopen sets. 
Consider next any boolean space S and let L be the topology OS of S. 
Then S is a compact, T, space so, as we remarked above, S and ,uL. are 
homeomorphic, which gives (i). Also each maximal character of L has the 
form p, for some x E S so that, for U, V E L 
UN+ Vo(\JxE WP,(V= P,(Vl 
o(VxES)[xEUoxEV] 
ou=v, 
which gives (ii). Finally, since S is T,, if L is boolean then S is discrete, so 
to achieve (iii) it is sufftcient to take a non-discrete boolean space. 
This result leads to the obvious problem of finding the appropriate dual of 
3.1, however, a discussion of this will be left until Section 6. 
4. REGULAR CHARACTERS AND NORMAL LATTICES 
Before we can claim to fully understand 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 we must satisfy 
two requirements. First, we must show how 2.9, 2.10 are two different 
weakened version of a single result (characterizing a certain kind of spectral 
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space), and second, we must explain exactly how 2.10, 2.11 are dually 
related. In this section we consider this second requirement. 
Since the vague notion of duality can not be made precise in ring theory, 
to explain how 2.10, 2.11 are dually related we must look at the lattice 
theoretic analogues of these results. Further, by comparing 2.9(ii), 2.lO(iii), 
2.11 (ii) we see we must consider when, for a given lattice L, there are maps 
OL n. VL, OL -3 /lL, 
such that for each p E uL, n(p) <p or p < m(p). It turns out that the 
existence of such maps involves the regularity or normality of certain spaces. 
4.1. DEFINITION. (a) A character T of a lattice L is regular if for each 
p,4EaL 
p<randp<q * 40 
and is co-regular if for each p, q E at 
r<pandq<p * r < 4. 
(b) A point of a topological space is regular if each neighbourhood of 
the point includes a closed neighbourhood of the point. 
Note that a topological space is regular (in the usual sense) exactly when 
each of its points is regular. Naturally we have arranged that the regular 
characters of a lattice L are exactly the regular points of uL. The 
implications @ii) e @iv) =z- (pi) of this result are based on [5; 6.4, 6.5, 6.81. 
4.2. LEMMA. (it) For each character r of a lattice L the following are 
equivalent. 
(i) The character r is regular. 
(ii) For each a E L with r(a) = 1 there are x, y E L such that 
aVx=l, XA y=o, r(y)= 1. 
(iii) The set I = {p E aL: p < r} is closed in aL. 
(iv) The character r is a regular point of aL. 
(v) For each character r of a lattice L the following are equivalent 
(i) The character r is co-regular. 
(ii) For each a E L with r(a) = 0 there are x, y E L such that 
aAx=O, xVy=l, r(y) = 0. 
(iii) The set r- is open in aL. 
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ProoJ It is sufficient to prove just the ,u-version (but note, however, that 
@iii) and (viii) are not dual statements). 
(i) * (ii). This follows by considering the filter 
v = {x v y: x E a+, r(y) = 1) 
and using 2.4 to show that 0 E V. 
(ii) 3 (iii). We easily check that 
I= (-) {o(x(u)>l: a E L, r(a) = 1 }, 
where for each a E L with r(a) = 1, x(u) and y(u) are given by (ii). 
(iii) * (i) and (ii) 2 (iv) are straight forward. 
(iv) * (i). Suppose r is a regular point of OL and consider p, q E OL with 
rEp-,qEp- (i.e.,p<r,p<q).By(iv),foreachuELwithr(u)=lthere 
is a closed set X and an open set U of crL with 
rE UEXSo(u). 
But then p E U c X so that q E XC o(u) and hence q(u) = 1, which gives 
q < r as required. 
Almost by definition each character of a lattice L lies below just one 
maximal character if and only if each maximal character is regular and so 
,uL must be regular. Since ,uL is compact, T, this occurs exactly when pL is 
T, or T, or normal, which gives us a partial proof of 2.11 and leads us 
nicely to the next definition. 
4.3. DEFINITION. (p) A lattice L is normal if for each a, b EL with 
a V b = 1 there are x, y E L such that 
uVx=bVy=l, XA y=o. 
(v) A lattice L is co-normal if for each a, b E L with a A b = 0 there are 
x, y E L such that 
holds. 
uAx=bAy=O, xv y=o 
This concept is discussed by Cornish in [l 1, note, however, that we have 
dualized his terminology (i.e., his normal lattices are our co-normal lattices 
and vice versa). We have done this because of result 4.401) and because a 
topological space S is normal (in the topological sense) if and only if its 
lattice of’open sets is normal (in the sense of 4.3) which occurs exactly when 
its lattice of closed sets is co-normal. 
The following result, which proves 2.11, clearly owes a lot to [ 1, 
Theorem 2.4; 5, Theorem 615; 7, Theorem 1.21. 
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4.4. THEOREM. (u) For each lattice L the following are equivalent. 
(i) L is normal. 
(ii) For each distinct members p, q of ,uL there are x, y E L such that 
P(X) =4(y) = 1, XA y=o. 
(iii) Each character of L lies below exactly one maximal character, 
(iv) There is a continuous retraction oL -+ PL. 
(v) The space IJL is normal. 
(vi) The space PL is T,. 
(v) For each lattice L the following are equivalent. 
(i) L is co-normal. 
(ii) For each distinct members p, q of VL there are x, y EL such that 
P(X) = q(x) = 0, xVy=l. 
(iii) Each character of L lies above exactly one minimal character. 
(iv) There is an order respecting retraction oL + VL (i.e., a retraction 
which sends comparable characters to the same character). 
Before we prove this result the reader should note the apparent non-duality 
between @iv) and (viv). This is another example of the problem of dualizing 
topological properties of ,uL and vL. The proof will show that the continuous 
retractions uL + ,uL are exactly the order respecting such retractions, but (by 
the result of Section 5) the existence of a continuous retraction uL + vL is 
strictly stronger than (viv). This shows that 2.10 and 2.11 are not duals, as 
might be surmised by comparing 2.9(ii) with 2.1 l(i). 
Proof: We will prove the implications 
(i) * (ii) 3 (iii) * (i) 
(i) * (v) * (vi) * (ii) 
(i) * (iv) * (iii) 
of the ,u-version, and in the implication (iv) =S (iii) we will use only that the 
given retraction is order respecting. (Note that each continuous map from a 
T,, space to a T, space is order respecting.) The proof of the v-version will 
then follow by dual arguments. 
The implication (i) 5 (ii) follows by considering the ideal 
A = {a V b: p(a) = q(b) = 0} 
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and the implication (ii) S- (iii) is straightforward. The implication (iii) * (i) 
follows by considering the filter 
V=(xAy:aVx=bVy=l\ 
and using 2.4. 
For (i) =P (v) suppose X, Y are disjoint closed sets of aL so that (since OL 
is compact) there are a, b E L with 
a(a) E X’, o(b) c Y’, aVb=l. 
The normality of L now gives us the required separation of X, Y. The 
implication (v) =P (vi) holds since the p-points of OL are closed, and 
(vi) S- (ii) is straight forward. 
(i) z- (iv). Suppose (i) holds, so we also have (iii). For each p E aL let 
m(p) be the unique member of ,uL which lies above p. It is sufftcient to show 
that m: aL -+,uL is continuous. For a E L 2.4 gives us 
p[a+ 1 = { 1) 0 m(p)(u) = 0. 
For each b E a+ let x(a), y(b) be elements of L given by (i). It is now an 
easy matter to show that 
m +[&>I = U PMW: b E a+ 1 
and hence obtain the continuity of m. 
(iv) =s- (iii). Let m: oL + ,uL be the given order respecting retraction, so 
that for p E oL, q E pL 
and so m(p) is the unique maximal character above p. 
This completes the proof. 
5. STONIAN LATTICES 
We now have sufficient material to prove the common extension of 2.9 
and 2.10. In this result we make use of the restriction map 
VL -+ aBL 
P t-+ Pier. 
which is easily seen to be a continuous surjection (for any lattice what- 
soever). 
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5.1. THEOREM. For each lattice L the following are equivalent. 
(i) L is stonian. 
(ii) The restriction map VL + oBL is a homeomorphism. 
(iii) The space VL is spectral and L is co-normal. 
(iv) There is a continuous retraction aL -+ vL. 
Proof: (i) + (ii). Suppose L is stonian and consider any a E L. Let 
b E BL satisfy ax = bl, and let c be the complement of 6. Then for each 
p E vL, 2.1 gives 
p(a) = 1 o p(b) = 0 e p(c) = 1 
so the restriction map 4 is injective. Also, since 4 is surjective 
#[v(a)] = {q E BL: q(c) = 1) 
and hence 0 is open, as required. 
(ii) + (iii). Suppose (ii) holds so that (trivially) VL is spectral, and 
{v(a): a E BL} is a base for vL. Now consider distinct p, q E vL. The space 
VL is T, so there are a, b E BL with 
P E v(a), q E v(b), aAb=O. 
Thus letting x, y be the complements of a, b we have 4.4(vii), and hence L is 
co-normal. 
(iii) * (iv). Suppose (iii) holds so that, by 4.4(v), each character p of L 
lies above a unique minimal character n(p) of L. It is sufficient to show that 
n: oL -+ VL is continuous. To this end consider any basic open set v(a) of vL. 
Since VL is spectral, 3.2 gives us some b E L such that a, b drop to 
complementary elements of L ‘, in particular a A b = 0 and 
(Vp E oL)[n(p)(a V 6) = 11. 
The co-normality of L gives us x, y E L with 
aAx=bAy=O, xVy=l 
and we then easily check that 
n+[v(a)l = 4y>, 
which gives the required result. 
(iv) G- (i). Suppose (iv) holds and let n: OL + VL be the given continuous 
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retraction. In particular n is order respecting so, by 44(v) and 2.1, for each 
pEoL, aEL 
p[a”] = (0) en(p)(a) = 1. 
But now 
A = n+[v(a)] = (p E aL: p[a”] = {O)) 
is a clopen subset of uL so there is some b E BL with A = uL - a(b). This 
gives a ’ = bl, and hence L is stonian. 
6. SOME FINAL OBSERVATIONS 
The observations of this paper would be quite futile if they were simply 
pointing out several isolated curiosities and there was no possibility of 
further development. In this final section I show (I hope) that this is not so. 
Perhaps the most fruitful area to look at is the use of the patch (or 
constructible) topologies. Each spectral space can be retopologized by 
declaring that the compact open sets should become clopen. The weakest 
such topology (i.e., the one with the fewest open sets) is called the patch 
topology of the space, so the original compact open sets and their 
complements form a subbase for the patch topology. Each patch space is 
boolean and, of course, the patch of each boolean space is itself. 
For a given lattice L the patch space nL of L is just the spectrum of the 
boolean envelope of L. For a given boolean algebra B the sublattices L of B 
such that XL = uB are determined by certain partial orderings of the points 
of uB. The use of patch topologies in lattice theory, which has been 
developed mainly by Priestley in [8] and her paper cited there, leads to a 
much nicer duality (between lattices and spaces) than the original Stone 
duality. In [3] Hochster uses the patch topology to produce his construction 
Space I- Ring. It could be that this construction can be simplified by using 
the work of Priestley. 
Another place where the patch topology is used in ring theory is to 
construct the biregular envelope R A of a (semiprime) ring R (for instance in 
[ lo]). The ring R” satisfies oRA = nR and the construction is surely the 
analogue of the boolean envelope construction for lattice. Similarly there 
must be a connection between the baer envelope construction and the stonian 
envelope construction for lattices. 
The material of this paper suggests several questions, For instance, what 
are the general properties of reticulations A, and how do particular properties 
of I relate to properties of the parent ring R. As an example of such 
questions we give the following. 
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(1) For which rings is the reticulation surjective? 
An easy calculation shows that one answer to (1) is those rings R for 
which 
(Vr,sE R)(3t E R)[v/(r,s)= \/t] 
in particular the reticulation of each b&out ring is surjective. However 
perhaps there is a more enlightening answer to (1). 
In connection with (1) note that a semiprime ring R has the annihilator 
condition of [ 21 exactly when 
(b'aELR)(+ER) [A(r)x =aX]. 
The following problem is related to (1) but is probably more difficult. 
(2) Show that for each ring R there is a ring S and a morphism R -+ S 
such that LR = LS, the reticulation S -+ LS is surjective and 
commutes. Moreover, S is the universal solution for this problem. 
There is of course the general problems of relating the algebraic properties 
of a ring to those of its associated lattice. Perhaps the most interesting of 
these is the following. 
(3) Which (semiprime) rings have co-stonian associated lattices? 
Remember that a lattice is co-stonian if its inverted version is stonian. 
Thus by the dual of 5.1 co-stonain lattices are normal and the rings of (3) 
are of the kind characterized in 2.11. Thus the problem of (3) is essentially 
to find the extra restriction on the p-space of the ring. 
The following problems, although probably not as interesting as (3), will 
have to be solved in part before a complete answer to (3) can be found. 
(4) Characterize those (semi-prime) rings R such that 
(a) LR is co-normal, 
(b) LRx is boolean (i.e., VR is spectral), 
Cc) LR + is boolean, 
(d) pR is spectral. 
Note that the bear rings are exactly those semiprime rings of class 
(a> + (b). 
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Of course one major obstacle that must be overcome before (3) or (4) can 
be solved is the problem of dualizing 3.2. 
(5) Characterize those lattice L such that 
(a) L ’ is boolean 
(b) pL is spectral. 
By 3.3 each lattice of class (a) is of class (b) also, since each boolean 
space is T,‘, 4.3 shows that each lattice of class (b) is normal. Thus problem 
(5) is essentially a problem about the nature of normal spectral spaces. 
There is of course a straight forward answer to (5a) obtained from 3.2 by 
simply dualizing the notion of compactness. We easily check that Lt is 
boolean exactly when for each family .F of basic open sets of ,uL, if Y has 
the finite intersection property then nX is non-empty. This however is not 
an acceptable answer (since, for instance, it depends on using a particular 
base for ,L). 
Finally, let us look at a result in lattice theory which does not seem to 
have a known analogue in ring theory. 
It is known that the family of varieties of pseudocomplemented lattices 
form a hierarchy 
where Y0 is the class of boolean lattices, Y, is the class of stonian lattices, 
and YU is the class of pseudocomplemented lattices. Yn is the class of 
pseudocomplemented lattices L such that for all x0, X, ,..., x, E L, if x$, 
XF,..., xX are pairwise disjoint then 
x,**VxT*v”‘vx,**=l 
(where x* is the pseudocomplement of x). This suggests the following 
question. 
(6) Does the corresponding hierarchy of (semiprime) rings have any 
ring theoretic significance? 
An easy calculation shows that a semiprime ring R has a pseudocom- 
plemented associated lattice if and only if for each r E R there is some 
finitely generated ideal I of R with Ann(r) = dZ, however I have not pursued 
the consequences of this. 
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